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IntroductionIntroduction

•• Double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS)Double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS)
–– Context effects occur when subjective ratings are influenced by Context effects occur when subjective ratings are influenced by 

severity and ordering of impairments within the test session.severity and ordering of impairments within the test session.

•• Double stimulus comparison scale (DSCS) Double stimulus comparison scale (DSCS) 
–– Context effects are minimized since viewers are show pairs of Context effects are minimized since viewers are show pairs of 

video sequences in a randomized order.video sequences in a randomized order.

•• Single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE)Single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE)
–– Allows viewers to dynamically rate the quality of an arbitrarilyAllows viewers to dynamically rate the quality of an arbitrarily

long video sequence using a slider mechanism with an long video sequence using a slider mechanism with an 
associated quality scale. associated quality scale. 
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Find answer to the questions that Find answer to the questions that 
have been raised.have been raised.

•• Do SSCQE and DSCQS yield inherently Do SSCQE and DSCQS yield inherently 
different subjective scores? different subjective scores? 

•• Are contextual effects and the lack of an Are contextual effects and the lack of an 
immediate reference picture problematic immediate reference picture problematic 
for SSCQE? for SSCQE? 

•• To what extent does previously viewed To what extent does previously viewed 
video impact the viewer’s current opinion video impact the viewer’s current opinion 
score in SSCQE?score in SSCQE?

Subjective testingSubjective testing

•• MethodologiesMethodologies
–– SSCQE, DSCQS and DSCSSSCQE, DSCQS and DSCS

•• Orginal subjective experimentsOrginal subjective experiments
•• MetaMeta--experimentexperiment
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Orginal subjective experimentsOrginal subjective experiments

Video sequences for the SSQE Video sequences for the SSQE 
metameta--experiment:experiment:

•• Television systemsTelevision systems
•• A particular emphasis on A particular emphasis on 

MPEGMPEG--2 coding impairments2 coding impairments
•• Some of the video systmes Some of the video systmes 

inluded MPEGinluded MPEG--1 coding1 coding
•• VHS record/playbackVHS record/playback
•• MultipleMultiple--generation dubbing generation dubbing 

with ½ inch professional tape with ½ inch professional tape 
recordersrecorders

•• MPEGMPEG--2 bit2 bit--strems corrupted strems corrupted 
with digital erros.with digital erros.

Secondary subjective experimentSecondary subjective experiment

•• Performed by NTIA/ using Performed by NTIA/ using 
SSCQE with hidden reference SSCQE with hidden reference 
removal.removal.

•• Video clips where chosen form Video clips where chosen form 
the six origianl data sets.the six origianl data sets.

•• This subjective metaThis subjective meta--
experiment was designed to experiment was designed to 
last 30 minutes.last 30 minutes.

•• A panel of 20 viewers was split A panel of 20 viewers was split 
into tw groups, with each into tw groups, with each 
groups seeing one of the two groups seeing one of the two 
possible ordering.possible ordering.
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Reproducibility of subjective ratingsReproducibility of subjective ratings

•• The SSCQE method produces a subjective rating every The SSCQE method produces a subjective rating every 
half second.half second.

•• The DSCQS and DSCS methods produce one subetive The DSCQS and DSCS methods produce one subetive 
rating for each 8rating for each 8--10 second long video clip.10 second long video clip.

•• One study examined both a 10 second averaging One study examined both a 10 second averaging 
process of the SSCQE ratings and a nonprocess of the SSCQE ratings and a non--linear averaging linear averaging 
process.process.

•• Another study found that the DSCQS subjective rating of Another study found that the DSCQS subjective rating of 
a 30 second video clip is different than the average a 30 second video clip is different than the average 
SSCQE subjective rating for those 30 seconds.SSCQE subjective rating for those 30 seconds.
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